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} Shame is about who we are………..
◦ Inherently flawed, damaged, worthless, 

defective
◦ The foundation of unlovability

} Guilt is about what we’ve done…….
◦ Inaccurate vs accurate

} Learning vs earning…..
} Both help drive suicidal ambivalence





Suicide is the result of 
individual pain and suffering

Much of that pain is identity-
related

How we define and understand 
emotional pain has historically 

created challenges, fueled 
stigma, reinforced shame and 
undermined suicide prevention 

efforts





} Suicidal ambivalence
◦ Coexistence of will to live and desire to die
◦ How do we define it, operationalize it, 

target it clinically
◦ ALWAYS moving toward living or dying
� Thought-action continuum critical
� The idea of “resolved wish to die” versus 

ambivalence



Ambivalence

Learning from 
each episode





} Requires a wide-ranging skill set that is most 
likely very limited…….
◦ Emotional awareness of own risk/motivation
◦ Acknowledgement of vulnerability—
� ----that you’re having difficulty
◦ Acknowledgement it can’t be managed 

alone
◦Willingness to engaged in emotional 

intimacy and share private information 
� (with a stranger?)



◦ Ability to verbalize/communicate emotional 
distress
◦ Acceptance that others can provide 

emotional support when you’re struggling
◦ Ability to trust and depend on others 
� Despite previous attachment challenges
◦ Ability to overcome tough lessons previous 

individual experience/history has taught
◦ All in the midst of profound ambivalence 

about living and dying—but likely weighted 
toward dying





On the bridge, Baldwin counted to ten and stayed frozen. He counted to ten 
again, then vaulted over. “I still see my hands coming off the railing,” he 
said. As he crossed the chord in flight, Baldwin recalls, “I instantly realized 
that everything in my life that I’d thought was unfixable was totally fixable—
except for having just jumped.”

Tad Friend. Jumpers. The New Yorker (2003)  



The daily contradictions 
that drive ambivalence



Feeling pain in response to an injury is a signal that 
your body has been hurt in some way. Or, if you 
have an illness, headache, or other type of pain, it’s 
a signal to your brain that something is not right.

It’s a NORMAL part of physical/physiological 
functioning



Some types of physical pain 
are essential to build 

strength, stamina, resilience

“No pain, No Gain”

Pain tolerance = toughness



For the most part, we learn to differentiate pain related to 
strength/stamina/resilience from pain secondary to serious 

injury/illness that limit functional capacity and can worsen an 
injury or limit recovery from an illness

For the most part, we learn healthy physical limits/goals/activity 

Sharp contrast with respect to what we learn about emotional pain







} Psychological pain, mental pain, or emotional pain 
is an unpleasant feeling of a psychological, non-
physical origin. Hurt from non-physical source. 

} Vague, general, and fails to recognize broader 
emotional functioning, “normal” emotional 
functioning continuum

} Grief, guilt, anger, sadness, jealousy, fear, anxiety, 
frustration etc., are all natural/normal but not 
identified as emotional pain?. What is important is 
context!



In contrast to physical pain, it’s not clearly defined 
as a function of “normal” emotional functioning

It’s been pathologized

it as a sign of feelings of inadequacy, being 
psychologically broken

Baumeister, Shneidman, Sandler. Bolger, Orbach



Emotional pain pathologized, 
not part of normal human 

functioning

Emotional pain has unique 
implications for individual 

identity, self-image, esteem, 
efficacy particularly with 

respect to suicide



•Tough tenacious capable 
steady secure powerful tough 
rugged vigorous sturdy 

Synonyms 
for strong

•Careful delicate thoughtful 
emotional nervous unstable 
susceptible

Synonyms 
for 

sensitive









} Physical and emotional consequences are ordinary and occur in 
everyone 
◦ Autonomic arousal and hyperarousal is normal
◦ How we interpret it and understand it is critical

} Compounded by exposure to violence during childhood
} Accumulates with successive exposure
} Everyone has isolated symptoms after exposure to violence
◦ Some persist and need to be specifically targeted
◦ Sleep problems, intrusive thoughts, hyperarousal, threat 

perception



The net result of this national narrative?
The median delay between onset of symptoms and 

treatment is 11 years. 



Ambivalence

Learning from 
each episode



} Across all aspects of care
} Define it
} Integrate it into an understandable model of 

suicide risk that reduces stigma and shame
} Operationalize it
◦ Wish to live/die question
◦ Motivation to die continuum
◦ “resolved motivation to die”
◦ Recognizing/responding to discrepancies

} Assess it, target it, track it



} A part of you wants to die and a part of you 
wants to live.  Right now, let’s focus on the 
part of you that wants to live and steps we 
can take to strengthen your wish to live.  



} Can you rate your current wish to live on a 
scale of 1-10, 1 being no wish to live and 10 be 
a very strong wish to live?  Let’s talk about 
your reasons for living. What are your reasons 
for living?



} Can you rate your wish to die on a scale of 1-
10, 1 being no wish to die and 10 being a very 
strong wish to die?  Let’s talk about your 
reasons for dying. What are some of your 
reasons for dying? 



} Specific models that reduce shame/guilt
◦ Reduces resistance, improves attachment, generates wish to 

live
} Provide psychoeducational model to enhance self-

awareness/understanding
} Simple, specific, detailed and accessible 

(memorable/recoverable)
} Understandable model facilitates personal 

control/accountability
} All facilitate emotional regulation skill development
} All impact identity, esteem, efficacy



} Commitment to treatment
◦ Commitment to living -Ambivalence/attachment

} Explanatory model and shame reduction
} Reasons for living/dying 
◦ Targeting ambivalence

} Crisis response plan/lethal mean/survival kit
◦ Self-management targeting ambivalence

} Self-management skill development
} Identity change and shame reduction
◦ Unlovability, unbearability, unsolvability


